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1.

Overview

The measuring program TUBO Version 7.2 has can run under Microsoft Windows
Seven™ or XP™ operating system.

This program allows the geometry measurement of bent tubes. The following chapters
describe the procedures for the measurement of round section tubes.
To start the program, double click on the TUBO icon on the desktop.
To exit the program click on the <Set> button (see picture 1) and then on the <Exit>
button (see picture 2)
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2. Basic information
The measure of is made by the interruption of both the laser rays meeting the tube.
Minimum indispensable measurements to pick up are:
a_ The start point of the tube measure
b_ Two measures for each straight length
c_ The end point of the tube measure
Each tube must start and finish with a straight length.
Each bend must be developed on a single plane.
Unique exception regards the straight tube (without bends) for which is required:
a_ The start point of the tube measure
b_ Four measures for the straight length (the first and the fourth near the end
points)
c_ The end point of the tube measure
During the measuring phase it is also possible to measure the bend radiuses (different
each other) and the bend in the bend (parts of tube without straight length between the
bends).
All the variations from the normal measuring procedure have to be declared during the
measurement phase as explained in this manual.
About the measuring arms equipped with electronic probe, the measurement can be done
also without or with the laser fork following the instructions on this manual.
The bends having bending angle near 180 degrees require the bending radius
measurement following the procedure explained on this manual.
Another basic concept regards the disposition of the memory with reference to the data of
tube measured or created by drawing data:




The first portion of memory is reserved by the reference tube (Sample tube) that is
called also Gauge. This memory can be busy or free at operator’s discretion
The second portion of memory containing the last measured tube or the last loaded
tube or the last created tube.
The third portion reserved to the correct model that will be employed only after the
execution of a Comparison procedure and will be made free when a new Sample
will be loaded.
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2.1.

Main window / Diagnosis

The main window (see picture 1) contains the buttons related to the main functions as
archive access, tube measuring, comparison and correction, etc.
In the centre of the screen a stylised machine is shown. The machine on the screen
moves following the movements of the measuring unit in real time. Just moving the
measuring unit, the user can verify all the axes to be working correctly checking the
machine on the screen to get the same position as the real machine.
By the button <Zeroing> it is possible to execute the axes zero setting.
Double click on the arm picture to display the correct orientation of the arm (orientation
of the first axis).
Under the picture of the machine there are five indicators informing about the state of
the input signals:
 L1 = Laser1
 L2 = Laser2
 T = Probe
 P1 = Red button
 P2 = Blue button

Picture 1 - Main Window

In case of malfunction the operator is able to determine if it is due to an electrical problem.
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2.2.

Settings Window

The Settings window, that can be visualized clicking on the <Set> button from the main
window (picture 1) contains basic information for data initialisation regarding the
measurement, the aligning/reference and the comparison beyond other “fix” functions for
the setup of serial transmission/reception parameters, calendering equipment parameters
and for archives backup (see picture 2).
This chapter will face the themes regarding the functions for data setting while the more
complex functions like the comparison, the alignment and the production control will be
faced later in the dedicated chapters.

Picture 2 - Settings window
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2.3.

Serial transmission parameters

The setting of these parameters is necessary when the data communication to the bending
machine is made by serial port.
Clicking on the button <Serial> the Serial transmission parameters setup page is
visualised (see picture 3)
Baud Rate (110, 300, 600, 1200, 2400, 4800, 9600, 14400, 19200, 38400, 57600, 115200)
Data bits (7 - 8)
Stop bits (1 – 2)
Parity (Odd – Even - None)
In order to set this data correctly, keep as reference the data already present on the
bending machine linked to the measuring table.
By clicking on the buttons <+> and <-> it is possible to change the machine’s number, this
function is useful to store the transmission parameters for more machines in order to
satisfy more machines linked to the same measuring table.
By clicking on the button <Apply> the selected parameters are stored and the window is
closed.

Picture 3 - Serial transmission parameters setup window
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2.4.

Calendering: Data Setup

The button <Calendering> placed on this window is used to set the parameters of the
bending machine predisposed to bend a tube by the calendering (pushing) method.

TUBE
ROLLER
BENDING FORMER

Y

X

The required data is: (see picture 4)


X and Y roller centre coordinate related to the origin 0,0 bending former centre (in
millimetres)



Bending former diameter (in millimetres)



Tolerance related to the bending former (this means that during transformation
phase all the lines that have a bending radius out of tolerance respect to the
bending former diameter, will be modified, this function is used to bend tubes in
mixed mode)



Roller diameter (in millimetres)

The button <Apply> allows to store the set data and to exit the window.
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Picture 4 - Calendering parameters

The values of the diameters of both bending former and roller are related to the internal
diameter that holds the tube.
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2.5. Archive backup
In each folder there are two archives (one for Samples and one for Tubes). The window
that appears after having clicked on <Save archive> (see picture 2) allows data backup
and data Restore of both archives of the selected folder.

Picture 5 - Backup window

The square on the middle allows to choose the folder containing the desired archives,
on the bigger squares the names of Samples or Tubes are displayed. The buttons
<Back up> and <Restore> reverses the source with the destination.
By the button <Start> the chosen operation is executed while by the button <Close>
the window is closed and the program returns to the Settings window.
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2.6.

Interface language selection

It is possible to select an interface language between those available clicking on the
button <Language> in the settings window. Click on this button to open the window
containing the available languages list. It is possible to click on the name of the desired
language and to click on the button <OK> to confirm (see picture 6).

Picture 6 - Interface language selection
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2.7. Measurement parameters settings
Values contained in the settings window (see picture 2) related to <Measurement Data>
are the necessary values used during and after the measurement phase to survey and
calculate the measured tube’s data.
These values are (see picture 2):


* Fork nr:

The number of the laser probe (fork) that will be used
for the measurement of the tube.



Tube diameter:

is the value of the tube’s external diameter.



Bending radius:

is the theoretical value of the nominal radius of the tube
bends.



Number of bends:

is the number of bends of the tube.

The button <Theoretical radii> allows setting different bending radii (without having to
survey). These will be the bending radiuses displayed after the measurement is done.
All the described data is updated each time that a new Sample tube is loaded.
On the bottom left side of the screen (see picture 2) it is possible to choose the
measuring option single/double/quadruple that will be explained in the next paragraph.

* Fork nr: the six axes arm identifies automatically the type of probe / laser fork that is
mounted. With the seven axes arm the fork number must be input.
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2.8.

Meaning of single / double / quadruple measure

The following table shows the measurement execution modes based on the kind of
measure chosen in the Settings window. (see picture 2 on the bottom left)
Type of
measurement

Action

Lay-out

- Single

Pick up just one point

- Double

Pick up the same point twice

- Quadruple

Pick up two points twice

When?
1

12

1 4
23

For normal tubes

For tubes having
big diameter
compared to the
fork size
For small tubes
and/or for ovalized
tubes

In single measurement the sound is emitted when the rays are interrupted.
In double measurement the sound is emitted when the rays are released after an
interruption.
In quadruple measurement the sound is emitted after the second releasing of the rays.
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3. Loading the Sample tube and related tolerances
It is convenient to use this function when it is necessary to check more tubes that have to
meet the same geometry specifications as the Sample.
After having clicked on the button <Sample> from the Settings window (see picture 2), the
“Sample archive” window appears then it is possible to load the Sample tube.

Select the sample then click on the button <Load> to load the sample tube. As soon as
the loading window is closed a new window will appear (see picture 7): in this window it is
possible to choose between Polar coordinate and a Cartesian coordinate comparison.

Picture 7 -Comparison with Sample window
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3.1.

Polar coordinate comparison

If a Polar coordinate comparison is chosen it is necessary to keep present that the
comparison will be done for the following values:





Straight length (Y)
Bending angle (C°)
Rotation angle (B°)
Bending radius (Radius)

The button <OK> confirms the data and makes it possible to proceed with the setup of
comparison tolerances.

3.1.1. Setting tolerances for polar coordinate comparison
In this window (see picture 8) will appear the table in which it is possible to set the
tolerance values intended as + or – (more or less) shifting from theoretical values.

Picture 8 - Setting tolerances for comparison in polar coordinate

A click directly in the column header makes the entered value valid for the entire column.
Note: a tolerance value equal to zero means no tolerance (no comparison).
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3.2.

Cartesian coordinate comparison

Cartesian coordinate comparison asks to choose on which vertices to superimpose the
measured tube and the Sample using the three text squares Vertex 1, Vertex 2, Vertex 3
(see picture 7).
The three vertices mean:
 axes origin
 X axis direction
 X-Y plane
The comparison procedure will check:
a) Distance between corresponding vertices
b) Bending radius (Radius)

3.2.1. Setting tolerances for comparison in Cartesian coordinates
In this window (see picture 9) it is possible to set the tolerance values intended as + or –
(more or less) shifting from theoretical values.

Picture 9 - Setting tolerances for comparison in Cartesian coordinate

A click directly in the column header makes the entered value valid for the entire column.
Note: a tolerance value equal to zero means no tolerance (no comparison).
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3.2.2. Set default tolerance
Click on the button <Set default> appears the window below.

In the text boxes above the "max tolerance length" are set the distance from the previous
vertex in ascending order, while in the right column are the tolerances.
The example in the picture is:
1 - All the vertex distance from the previous less than 100 mm have a 0.1 mm tolerance.
2 - All the vertex distance from the previous less than 200 mm have a 0.3 mm tolerance.
3 – All the remain vertex (the distance from the previous are more 250 mm) have a 0.4
mm tolerance.
The button <Reset> delete all the settings, the button <Cancel> close the window without
save and the button <Ok> save the set tolerance.
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3.3. Re-set tolerances / Comparison phase
After having loaded a Sample, the button <Tolerances> on the settings window is enabled
(see picture 2).
Clicking on the button <Tolerances> it is possible to modify the comparison tolerances.
Having a Sample loaded in memory with some comparison tolerances, after having
measured a tube to compare to the Sample, a blinking window appears only if there is at
least one value out of tolerance.
The button <Next error> is used to scroll in cyclic sequence all the values out of tolerance,
the button <Print> is used to print the table and the button <Close> is used to close the
table and go to the next phase.
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4. Tube measurement
Click on the button <Measure> (see picture 1 on the top right) then click on the button
<Measure tube>: the program opens the measure window that uses the set parameters in
the settings window (see picture 2).

Picture 10 - Measure window

To the proper performance of measures it is necessary to ensure that between a measure
and the other, the indexes on the screen are updated correctly and at the end of the
measurement was taken when the end of the tube, the program requires the confirmation
of the elaboration tube detected.
The measures must be taken only if the circle (left side of the window) is green.
During the measurement phase the user can use the two buttons placed on the on the
third arm (or on the handgrip, 7 axes arm) of the machine:
1- RED button

Cancels the last picked up measure if no special function is shown
on the screen or confirms the shown special function.

2- BLUE button
(Green on the 7
axis arm)

Scrolls the different special functions on the screen and allows the
user to choose one or to continue with the measurement.
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4.1.

Special functions available during measurement phase

The sequential layout for special functions scrolling is the following:
“Special Function”
selected

Blue
Red
Probe

Red

Red

Axial

3 points

Measurement with
electronic probe mounted
axially employing 3
points procedure

Blue
Red
4 points
Blue

Measurement with
electronic probe mounted
axially employing 4 points
procedure

Red
Measurement by
Laser fork

Laser

Blue
Red
Measure
on bend

Red
Measurement on
bend

Bending
radius

Blue

Measure
between two
contiguous
bends

Red
Measurement
between two bends
without straight
length

Blue
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Red

Diameter

Set new
diameter and
go on with the
measurement

Blue
Permits the
measurement of
three spheres
fixed to the tube
before and after
shifting it

Hooking
measures

Blue

Stop the
measurement

Red
Stop the
measurement

Blue
Go on with the
measurement

Take in account the following points:
Hooking measures
This function gives the possibility to move the tube or the measuring arm during the
measurement.
By this function it is possible with the probe to measure three spheres fixed to the tube (or
to its support) and then move the tube and measure again the three spheres.

Measurement on bend
It is performed by picking up two measures in the middle of the bend.

Measurement between two bends
It is performed by picking up two measures: the first one before the end of the first bend,
the second one after the beginning of the second bend.
The measurement between two bends is preceded and followed by the measurement on
bend.
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Measurement by probe
It consists in picking up the measures by the electronic probe instead than using the Laser
fork.
1
- Three points measurement:
= Tube section

2

= Electronic probe section

3

-

Four points measurement: 1

2
= Tube section

4

3

= Electronic probe section

The acquired points are equally spaced on the tube section.

The beginning and the end of the tube must be measured just picking up 2 points only:
1
= TUBE section
2
= Electronic probe section
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4.2.

Tube measurement sequence example

Picture 11 - Tube measurement sequence example

a) Pick up the measure on the beginning of the tube (1,0)
b) Pick up two measures on the straight length (1,1 e 1,2)
c) Press the BLUE button (also more times) until the Measure on bend “special function”
appears
A
d) Press the RED button to confirm
e) Input the theoretical radius (approximate) or confirm the one visualised by the RED
button or pressing <Enter> on the keyboard
f) Pick up the two measures in the middle of the bend (2,1 and 2,2)
g) Press the BLUE button (also more times) until the Measure between two bends
“Special function” appears B
h) Press the RED button
i) Pick up a measure before the end of the just measured bend and one after the
beginning of the following bend. (3,1 and 3,2)
j) Input the theoretical radius of the second bend (approximate) or confirm the one
visualised by the RED button or pressing <Enter> on the keyboard
k) Pick up the two measures in the middle of the second bend

C

l) Pick up the two measures on the straight length (5,1 e 5,2)
m) Pick up the two measures on the following straight length (6,1 e 6,2)
n) Pick up the end tube measure (6,3)
When the measurement phase will be finished, two big buttons will appear on the screen:
the blue one <OK> is used to start the data elaboration phase, the red one <Back> is used
to repeat the last measure. You can use also the two buttons on the arm.
If there is present a Sample in memory, the comparison will be automatically executed
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and a window displays the data.

After having clicked on <Close> from this window the data regarding the measured tube
will appear (see the chapter “Archive”).
After having clicked on <Close> the measure window appears and is possible to execute
the following operations:
a) Click on the button <Start Measure> to execute another measurement on a tube
having the same features as the one just measured.
b) Click on the button <Data table> to see data regarding the tube in memory (see the
chapter regarding the function “Archive”)
c) Click on the button <Close> to close the window and have access to all the other
functions of the program.
d) Click on the button <Flanges and holes> to measure flanges, holes and small pipes
welded to the just measured tube.
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4.3.

Measurement on tubes with diameter variation

This function allows to measure tubes having a diameter variation. When there is a
diameter variation it is necessary to press the blue button on the arm and confirm by the
red button when the command <Diameter> appears, then it is possible to input a new
diameter value, press the “Enter” key and go on with the measurement on the different
diameter.
Example:
The first three tracts of the tube on picture 12 have the diameter equal to 12 mm and the
last tract has a diameter equal to 8 mm.

Picture 12

In the settings window set as nominal diameter 12 mm
Start measuring the tube. Once the measure 5,2 is done, press more times the blue button
on the arm until the command <Diameter> appears on the screen. Set the new diameter
and go on with the measurement.
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4.4. Measurement of flanges, holes and small pipes
After having clicked on the button <Flanges and Holes> the window for the measurement
of mechanical parts appears (see picture 13)

Picture 13 - Window for flanges/holes/small pipes measurement

On the top right of the window it is necessary to declare if the measurement is on flange
(or a hole) or on a small pipe.
The measurement of mechanical parts must be executed only by the probe.
Click on the button <Start Measure>.
On the top left it is possible to set the reference vertices tern to which the values of Alfa
and Beta angles will be referred.
Reference vertices V1, V2, V3:

The first vertex (V1) represents the origin of the reference system. The second vertex (V2)
indicates the direction and the positive sense of X axis. The third vertex (V3) defines the
plane.
It is important the three vertices to not be aligned in order to not get an ambiguous plane
definition.
The angle Alpha is the angle between the axis of the little tube, or the axis between the
normal of the flange, and the normal to the plane defined by three vertices V1, V2, V3.
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The angle beta is the angle between the axis of the tube, or the axis between the normal
of the flange, projected on the XY plane and the axis XY identified by the vertices V1 and
V2.
The surface normal vector is clockwise.

4.4.1. Flanges and/or Holes
Six points are necessary to pick up this measurement:
- Three points on the projection plane of the calculated centre (clockwise for holes,
anti-clockwise for flanges)
- 3 on the hole or on the flange (pin)

2
5
1

4

3

6

The points 4, 5 and 6 are inside the hole, in case the piece to be a pin, the points would
have to be picked up on the external part of the pin itself.
In order to allow the correct compensation for the probe’s ball tip radius, the
measurements on the hole must be taken in clockwise sense whilst the measurement on
the flange must be taken in anti-clockwise sense.
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4.4.2. Small pipes
In this case seven points are required:
- 3 near the beginning of the small pipe
- 3 near the end of the small pipe
- 1 on the end of the small pipe

6

7

5
3

4
2
1

Small pipe

Measured tube
The acquired points are equally spaced on the tube section.
At the end of the mechanical parts measuring procedure the program will ask if to measure
another mechanical part, answering <NO> the program will come back to the above
mentioned window (at the end of the measurement of a tube) from which it is possible to
visualise and/or store the obtained data.

4.4.3. Eyelet
Measure the two holes on the eyelet using the standard procedure described at the point
4.4.1 (being it a through hole, the two extremities of this hole can be measured as two
independent holes).
Once the measurement is finished click on <End measure>: the program will show the
tube data table.
Click on <Flanges holes> to visualise the data of mechanical parts.
Clicking on the button <Eyelet> the program opens the “Eyelet creation” window.
Input the id. Number of the two holes measured on the eyelet.
Click on <OK>
As a result the function will delete the data of these two holes and create a line containing
as x, y, z centre coordinates of the eyelet and the diameter value.
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4.5.

Measurement of secondary tubes

The tube of the chapter 4.2 was saved with the name “Primary tube”
Subsequently a secondary tube (having different diameter) was welded to the primary tube
(see picture).

Secondary
tube

Primary
tube

On the above example the secondary tube has a different outside diameter compared to
the primary tube.
Measuring procedure:
In the settings window set as tube diameter the diameter of the primary tube.
Set 5 bends.
Set the bending radius for each bend.
In this case the bend nr. 3 is the attaching point of the secondary tube to the primary tube
then the bending radius of bend nr. 3 must be set equal to zero.
Take the measurements 1.0, 1.1, 1.2, ….3.2
Change the tube diameter by pressing four times the red button on the measuring arm
(see chapter 5.1)
Take the measurements 4.1, 4.2, ….6.3
Save this tube with a name, for example “Secondary tube”
Now in the archive there are the “Primary tube” (containing the data of the primary tube)
and the “Secondary tube” (containing the data of the secondary tube and part of the
primary tube).
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It is possible to have a graphic visualisation of the two tubes superimposed.
From the main window click <Graph>
Click <Superimposition>
The program opens the graphic superimposition window
Click on the button <Tube1> on the top right of the screen and load the primary tube from
the archive.
Click on the button <Tube2> on the top right of the screen and load the secondary tube
from the archive.
The program executes the superimposition of the graphs of the two loaded tubes.
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5. Comparison and correction
Often the measuring machine is used to verify the geometry of the tubes bent by the
bending machine.
This function was developed to survey the difference between the Sample program and
the bent tube and then generate a compensated program (correct tube) to send to the
bending machine in order to obtain o bent tube the more possible similar to the Sample
tube.
Click on the button <Comparison> on the main window (see picture 1), the program
opens the window requiring the necessary information for the execution of the comparison
(see picture 16).
Normally in this window are already loaded the actual Tube and the actual Sample,
anyway the operator can load again the two tubes double-clicking on the squares (see
picture 16).

Picture 14 - Comparison/correction window

If the Tube, and then also the Sample, are containing curves generated by pushing
(calendering), it is necessary to check the checkbox <Calendared> on the top right before
clicking on the button <Execute>in order to obtain the differences (Errors table) and the
correct model.
The correction logic works as follows:

<Until are out of tolerance>:
DIFFERENCES(i) = MEASURED(i) – SAMPLE
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CORRECT(i) = CORRECT(i-1) + DIFFERENCE(i)
<increment (i) of 1>
Each time that the Sample is loaded in memory the updating index (i) is set equal to 1 and
the model CORRECT is set equal to the SAMPLE.
The comparison phase is not just useful to check differences between the Tube and the
Sample (if you want to see theses differences we suggest to use the functions described in
chapter 4), but mainly to generate a new compensated (correct) bending program able to
reproduce the Sample satisfying the following sequence:
Sample

Measured
Tube

Program to send
to the TubeBender
Correct
Program

Program bended
and measured

Update the program
to send to the
bender

Comparison between
Sample and obtained
bent Tube
Yes
Are there
differences
?
No
End

In order to input also the correct model previously stored, click on the button <Load also
the CNC model> the will visualise a third red square allowing to load the program on
which the corrections will be applied.
On the bottom of the window there are the following five command buttons:
a) Button <Execute>: to execute comparison calculations
b) Button <Errors table>: to visualise differences between the two models
c) Button <Correct table>: to visualise the correct model
d) Button <Correct model transmission>: to have access directly to the
transmission window
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e) Button <Close>: to quit the comparison/correction phase and return to the main
window.

6. Tube extension by Hooking or symmetry
After having clicked on the button <Extension> on the main window (see picture 1) the
program opens a window by which it is possible to execute both hooking of two tubes and
extension of a tube by symmetry.

6.1. Hooking of two tubes
This function allows hooking two tubes. It is possible to load the two tubes to hook doubleclicking on the red squares <Tube1> and <Tube2>.

Picture 15 - Extension window

After having loaded the two tubes it is necessary to choose between hooking on a
<Common vertex> and on <Straight length>.


Common vertex: the new obtained tube is the sum of the two loaded tubes
superimposing the last bend of the first one on the first bend of the second one.



Straight length: the new obtained tube is the sum of the two loaded tubes aligning
the penultimate straight length of the first tube with the second straight length of the
second tube.

After having clicked on one of these two buttons, the program opens the archive window
that visualises the obtained data.

6.2. Symmetry
The tube on which the symmetry has to be applied must be loaded in the red square
<Tube 2> while the red square <Tube1> should be left empty.
Set the name to assign to the new created tube in the square <Tube name>
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Click on the button <Symmetry>, the program will open the Archive window showing the
obtained data.
Example
Supposing to have to measure the following tube:
7

4

8

3

1

10
9

2
6

5

The point of symmetry is the medium point between vertices 5 and 6. The program
executes the symmetry basing on a straight length, and then in this case the measurement
is the following:
32
31
63

41

62

22
10
21
42
11

61

12

52

51

For understand the indexes visualised in the example please refer to chapter 5.
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7. Archive
Clicking on the button <Archive> on the main window (see picture 2) the Archive window
is open (see example in picture 18).

Picture 16 - Archive window

On the top area of this window there are the tube’s main data:


Tube name



Diameter



Radius (average)



Total tube length



Terminal points distance (extreme)



Type of visualisation (Cartesian/Polar)



Measuring unit (mm/inch)
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In the central table there are the tube data in the selected coordinate system:
Data in polar coordinate
The lines of the table contain the tube’s data in the following sequence:
-

Length of the straight length <Y>

-

Bending angle <C°>

-

Rotation angle <B°>

-

Bending radius <R>

-

Length of the bend <L>

Data in Cartesian coordinate
The lines of the table contain the tube’s data in the following sequence:
-

X Coordinate of the vertex <X>

-

Y Coordinate of the vertex <Y>

-

Z Coordinate of the vertex <Z>

-

Bending radius <R>

-

Tube diameter <D>

Data in calandered coordinate
The representation is similar to the polar coordinate with the difference that C° indicates
the bending roller position angle (in degrees)
Data in double Cartesian coordinate
The lines contain the coordinates of the ending and starting points of the bends.
Note: the first two lines of the grid contain the coordinate of the starting point of the tube.
The last two lines of the grid contain the coordinate of the ending point of the tube
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The buttons placed on the right side of the screen have the following functions:


<Archive management>: to open the archive management window



<Sample>: to visualise the data of the actual Sample if loaded



<Tube>: to visualise data of the Tube loaded in memory.



<Create>: to create a new Tube or Sample input data by the keyboard



<Polar>: to visualise the data in Polar (or Machine) coordinates



<Cartesian>: to visualise the data in Cartesian coordinates



<Calandered>: to visualise the data in Calendered coordinates



<Double Cartesian>: to visualise the data in Double Cartesian coordinates



<Calculate spring-back>: to manage materials archive and/or obtain a correct
model basing on the spring-back return algorithm (also called compensation 20° –
120°)



<Close>: to close archive window



<Print>: to obtain the printout of the data of the tube



<Flanges data>: to visualise / set the Cartesian coordinate of Flanges/holes/small
pipes related to the main tube.



<Tolerance>: to visualise / set the Sample’s tolerances.



<Load>: to load a tube from one of the archives (Tubes or Samples)



<Save>: to save a tube in one of the archives (Tubes or Samples)

Clicking on the button <Load> the following window appears:

Picture 17 - Loading window
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In the square on the bottom left of the screen it is possible to select the folder (in which are
present Samples and Tubes archives) while in the top left square there is the list (in
alphabetical order) of all the names of tubes present inside the selected archive; on the
right of the screen there are the two option boxes allowing to choose between Tube
archive and Sample archive.
Le right part is divided in two fields: the field “Tube Name” contains or will contain the
name of the loaded tube while the field “Description” may contain a brief description of the
selected tube.
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7.1. Loading a tube from the archive
Click on the button <Load> in the archive window (see picture 18). The program
opens the loading window (see picture 19).
Select the name of the tube and click on the button <Load> (otherwise just doubleclick on the name of the tube).
Click on the button <Close>

7.2. Saving a tube in the archive
Click on the button <Save> in the archive window. (see picture 18). The program
opens the saving window.
Input the name of the new tube in the field on the right of the screen.
It is possible to input also a brief description on the description field
Click on the button <Save>
Click on the button <Close>

7.3. Delete a model from the archive
Click on the button <Archive management> in the archive window (see picture 16).
The program opens the archive management window (see picture 19).
Click the button <Deletions>
Select the tubes to delete
Click on the button <Delete>
Click the button <Close>
Click the button <Close>

7.4. Create a new folder with empty archives
Click on the button <Archive management> in the archive window (see picture 18).
The program opens the archive management window (see picture 19).
Click on the button <New folder>
Input the name of the new folder
Click on the button <OK>
Click on the button <Close>
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7.5. Creating a tube
To create a new tube click on the button <Create> (see picture 18), choose by the buttons
on the right the data format in which the tube will be created (button <Polar> for polar
coordinate, button <Cartesian> for Cartesian coordinate, button <Double Cartesian> for
double Cartesian coordinate) and answer the following question “Set Number of vertices”
(for Cartesian coordinate) or “Set number of tracts” (for polar coordinate) then confirm by
the <Enter> key or by clicking on the “Apply” button (see picture 19).

Picture 18 - Data requirement window

The first data that must be entered are the tube diameter and the nominal bending radius
(see picture 18), then it is possible to fill in the grid.
Setting the data in double Cartesian coordinate is useful to create the tubes in Cartesian
coordinate having bends near 180 degrees for which instead of declaring vertices
coordinates the coordinates of the starting and ending point of each bend are declared.
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8. Graphic visualisation / Electronic gauge
Click on the button <Graph> on the main window (see picture 1) and then click on the
button <Electronic gauge> to open the graphic visualisation window that automatically
shows the Tube loaded in memory and, if present, the related Sample superimposed (in
this section the Sample is called with the word “Gauge”).

Picture 19 - Graph / Electronic gauge window

The Gauge is visualised in yellow colour while the Tube is visualised in red colour.
The scroll bar placed on the bottom of the screen makes it is possible to rotate the graph
around the selected axis.
The scroll bar placed on the side of the graph makes it possible to zoom in or zoom out the
drawing.
By the buttons <On> and <Off> it is possible to enable / disable the continuous rotation
around the selected axis.
By the buttons with the arrows <arrow up, down, left, right> it is possible to move the
graph
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The button <Tube> allows loading another Tube.
The button <Gauge> allows loading another Gauge.
The button <Print> makes it possible to get the printout drawing as it is displayed on the
screen.
The button <Close> closes the graphical visualisation window.

8.1. Graphic setup
The button <Setup> allows accessing the window for the settings of graphic visualisation:

Picture 20 - Graphic setup window

On the top of the window the way in which Tube and Gauge are superimposed is set.
This is made superimposing three points of the Tube with three points of the Gauge. The
first points are coinciding, the second points are aligned on the same line, and the third
points are on the same plane.
On the squares I°, II° and III the wanted point index to use in the manual alignment must
be set.
On the right of each text square it is necessary to declare if this index is related to the
vertex (Vertex), to the beginning (Start), to the middle point (Mid) to the end point (End) of
the straight length, to the medium point of the bend (Curve) or to a flange/hole/small pipe
(Flange).
After having filled in this part, it is necessary to select the check box <Align using this
nominal reference> and click on the button <Close> to activate settings and verify the
graphic visualisation to correspond.
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At the moment the graphical window is entered or at the moment that new tubes are
loaded, the first representation is done superimposing the first three vertices of the Tube
with the first three of the Gauge.
Example: having a Gauge with the following Cartesian coordinate:
Vertex nr.
1
2
3
4

X
0.0
100.0
100.0
200.0

Y
0.0
0.0
100.0
200.0

Z
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

Y
-34.2
0.0
100.0
200.0

Z
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

And a Tube with the following Cartesian coordinate:
Vertex nr.
1
2
3
4

X
6.0
100.0
100.0
200.0

The default superimposition when the graph is entered for the first time is the following
(with the first three vertices superimposed):

2

1

3

4
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While if the alignment is made in the second, third and fourth vertices the result is the
following:

2

1

3

4

On the bottom of the window of graphic setup (see picture 23) there are the settings that
modify the look of the graph:



Visualise Tube, Gauge, Flange/Holes: Select these options to enable the
visualisation of selected option;
Render on Tube, Gauge: Select these options to enable render on Tube and/or on
Gauge.

The following graph is the same used in the last example with render disabled on the
Gauge.
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8.2. Data grid / Electronic gauge
This function uses the Sample as a Gauge inside which the Tube has to fit in order to be
considered in tolerance. The set tolerances increase the diameter of the Gauge.
This is the reason why in this section the Sample is called with the name of Gauge.
Click on the button <Data table> (see picture 22) if there is no Gauge loaded in memory
the data shown is as already described in the archive section while if both Tube and
Gauge are loaded, the window has the following look:

Picture 21 - Electronic gauge table

Meaning of the data:


Progr.: is the identification index of the part of tube composed by straight length +
bend or by flanges, holes or small pipes.



The Second column: indicates the meaning of the line and identifies a point on the
Tube / Gauge. The line headers have following meaning:
- v = Vertex
- i = initial point of the straight length
- m = medium point of the straight length
- f = final point of the straight length
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- c = medium point of the curve
- e = external points meaning flange\hole\small pipe
These two columns can be used in to execute a manual alignment of the graphic
setup page as explained on the previous chapter.


X Ref, Y Ref, Z Ref: represents the Cartesian coordinates of the point the Gauge
declared in the first two columns.



X Mea, Y Mea, Z Mea: represents Cartesian coordinates of the point of the Tube
declared in the first two columns.



Radial shifting Ref: This column contains the allowed shifting value (tolerance)
radially for each of declared points in the first two columns; these values are
settable by the operator clicking on each one or at once clicking on the header of
the column.



Radial shifting Mea: is the radial error measured on the Tube compared to the
Gauge in the point declared in the first two columns.



Axial shifting Ref: This column contains the allowed shifting value (tolerance) axially
for each of declared points in the first two columns; these values are settable by the
operator clicking on each one or at once clicking on the header of the column.



Axial shifting Mea: is the axial error measured on the Tube compared to the Gauge
in the point declared in the first two columns.



Radial block: in this column, by clicking on the interested point it is possible to lock
(Yes) / unlock (No) some points of the tube that will be kept radially locked during
the self positioning (best fitting) procedure inside the Gauge.



Axial block: in this column, by clicking on the interested point it is possible to lock
(Yes) / unlock (No) some points of the tube that will be kept axially locked during the
self positioning (best fitting) procedure inside the Gauge.

On the bottom part of the window (see picture 22) there are:





Button <Close>: to close the window
Button <Print>: to print the grid with out of tolerance values visualised.
Button <Export data>: to export the grid on a file in ASCII format with the character
<;> (semicolon) as column separator; the exported file can be found in the folder
‘\Ascii\<modelname>’.
Button <Self-positioning>: to execute the automatic best-fitting of the Tube inside
the Gauge and obtain the best results with regard to the tolerances and to set
blocks; at the end of this procedure the graphic result will be aligned with the one
recalculated.

The settable tolerances in the columns <Radial shifting Ref> and <Axial shifting Ref.>
update the graphic representation of the Gauge that can increase its diameter for each
point (initial, medium, final, curve).
On the following example are visualised a grid (picture 25) with different tolerances set and
related updated graph (picture 26) with Gauge render disabled.
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Picture 22 - Example table with tolerances

Picture 23 - Graphic visualisation with different tolerances on the gauge

The setting of Gauge tolerances can be done also during Gauge creation phase from the
archive window clicking on the button <Tolerances> (see picture 18).
At the end of the self-positioning a message will inform if the tube is in or out of tolerance.
A tolerance value set to zero it is ignored.
In the line related to the vertex it is not possible to set tolerances because the error (just
visualised equivalent to the distance between measured and theoretical vertex) is not
considered.
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9. Alignment
The Alignment function can be accessed by clicking on the button <Alignment> in the
settings window (see picture 2), this is the function to use obtain the Tube’s Cartesian
coordinate aligned to the Sample that may come from a drawing or from a tube previously
measured and saved in the Sample archive.
After having clicked on the button <Alignment> the following window will appear:

Picture 24 - Alignment window

For Alignment we mean the superimposition of a Tube on a Sample: as already explained
in the electronic gauge section, the alignment is made superimposing three points of the
Tube to three points of the Sample.
Once the alignment is activated (the alignment gets activated loading the aligning
theoretical values) this alignment will remain active until:



The button <Remove Alignment> is clicked
A new alignment is loaded

Since the choice of the points on which to execute the alignment is made by the operator,
we recommend to choose points that respect the following features:
 Easy to survey
 Easy to calculate and with certain interpretation (for example it is better to choose a
vertex of an angle near 90 degrees than the one on a small angle, absolutely do not
choose the vertex of a bend near 180 degrees)
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9.1. Theoretical values
Considering that the theoretical values are the ones of the Sample that will fix the
reference system of the Tube, after having clicked on the button <Theoretical values> the
following window will be displayed:

Picture 25 - Alignment theoretical values window

In the squared of the Cartesian values of the three points of reference must be entered.
On the fourth column) indicates if the values are related to a vertex or to a flange while the
last column indicates the index of the vertex or of the flange in the order in which those are
measured.
Once a reference system is set it is necessary to save it; this compulsory operation will
allow recalling the reference with no need to re-set it. Clicking on the button <Close> the
theoretical values come present in memory and the alignment is activated.
There is another way to set the data related to the theoretical values directly from the
archive: it is possible to click by on the headers of the lines having the coordinates to fix in
the alignment, declaring for each one if the coordinates are for the first, the second or the
third point of reference.
This operation sets automatically the index of the vertex or of the flange as required from
the setting of the data related to the theoretical values already described.
Each time that a Sample is loaded from the settings page, the alignment values are
updated with the first three vertices of the Sample.
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9.1.1. Loading and/or saving a reference
Click on the button <Load> or on the button <Save> (see picture 29) to access to the
reference archive window in two different modes: loading mode or saving mode.
The references archive window is the following:

Picture 26 - Aligning reference managing window

This window is very similar to the one for archive loading/saving of Tubes or Samples.
The procedures to load and save are the same.
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9.2. Execute alignment
Normally this button (see picture 27) is not used because what done up to now is sufficient
to execute the measurement and obtain the data of the measured tube aligned with the
reference system.
But if the Tube was measured previously and it is necessary to modify its reference
system, it is possible to click on the button <Execute Alignment> and then the Tube is
correctly aligned.

10.

Tube search

This function is useful to search a tube present in the archive by measure: for example it
can be used to find a tube previously measured of which the name is unknown.
Click on the button <Search> on the main window (see picture 1), the tube search page
appears as shown in picture 30.

Picture 27 - Research window
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The folder in which to execute the search is selected in the field on the bottom left; on the
right of the screen it is possible to choose Tube or Sample archive. On the tube list field
there is the complete list of the tubes contained by the present archive.
On the fields on the top right it is possible to set the three search parameters: the
diameter, the bending radius, the number of bends.
The bending radius set to zero allows the research of tubes having any bending radius.

Clicking on the button <Set tolerances> the following window will appear in which it is
possible to set the search tolerances for the length (Y, in percent) and for angles (C and B
in degrees) as shown on picture 31.

Picture 28 - Search tolerance setting window

Once all the parameters are correctly set it is possible to click on the button <Search>: the
program starts eliminating from visualisation all the tubes in the list that have features not
corresponding to the search parameters set.
If the number of tubes remaining is more than one the function starts the measuring
procedure in single mode. The measured tube is compared with the others remaining in
the list. Each time the program obtains data regarding a new straight length it executes a
comparison and eliminates from visualisation the tubes out of tolerance respect to the tube
in measuring.
The searching process ends when one of the following conditions comes true:
-

Just one tube is remained in the list: the remained tube is the one searched for
because is the unique satisfying the searching criterion

-

No tube remained in the list: the searched tube is not present on the list or the
searching tolerances are too small.

-

You arrived to the measuring phase and the list still contains more than one tube: there
are more equal tubes or the searching tolerances are too big.

-

The Esc button was pressed: to quit the searching procedure before it to end

Click on the button <Close> to close the window and come back to the main window.
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11.

Production control

Click on the button <Production control> in the settings window (see picture 2) to access
this function.
This function is the simplified version of the comparison/correction and sending of the
correct model to the tube bending-machine and is used to verify, during the production, the
bended tubes to respect the Sample tolerances.
In case it does not happen, a new correct model is sent to the tube bending-machine.
After having clicked on the button <Production control> the program will enter the
Sample archive loading window from which it is possible to load the Sample.
Once the Sample is loaded it is necessary to select polar or Cartesian comparison as
already explained for what regards the Sample loading and its related tolerances.
If the Sample does not already own its tolerances, the tolerance setting window will be
visualised to fill it in, while if the Sample already owns its tolerances the program will
automatically open the “Production control” window:

Picture 29 - Production control window

The window shows the name of the chosen Sample, the type of comparison and the
following four buttons:





Button <Sample>: to load a different Sample;
Button <Tolerance>: to visualise/reset comparison tolerances;
Button <Measure>: to measure the tube;
Button <Close>: to close the window.

After having clicked on the button <Measure> and having executed the measurement of
the tube, there are the two possible conditions:



The tube is in tolerance: in this case the program comes back to the window
showed in picture 27 by which, clicking on the button <Measure> it is possible to
verify another tube.
The tube is out of tolerance: in this case the program opens automatically the
window necessary to load the correct tube on which correction (differences) will be
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applied. Once this tube is loaded, the program enters the comparison/correction
phase then it is possible to proceed as indicated in the related chapter.

Once the new correct tube was created and sent to the bender to proceed with the
production, it is better to save it in order to have the possibility to keep it available for the
future.
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12.

Spring back compensation (20 ÷ 120)

This function corrects a tube employing a particular algorithm that calculates the spring
back basing on the features of the employed material.
This function, often named “20 ÷ 120”, allows surveying the behaviour of each kind of
material measuring a bent tube knowing its original length.
Further it is possible to apply the necessary corrections to all the tubes that will be
manufactured employing the same material.
Warning: the word <Material> identifies the material to bend basing on physical
composition (steel, iron, aluminium, etc.), external diameter, internal diameter. The
variation of one or more of these three parameters means different mechanical behaviour
then another material is being used.
To access this function it is necessary to enter the Archive window and click on the button
<Spring back>. The program opens the material archive window (see picture 33) by
which it is possible to:



Input new materials or modify those already existing
Choose a material from which to obtain the corrections to apply to the tube in
memory

Picture 30 - Materials archive window

12.1. Selection of a material in the archive
In order to select a material from the archive, click on the buttons placed on the left and on
the right of the scroll bar or click the button <Search> and input the name, also only
partial, of the desired material.
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12.2. Spring back calculation and tube correction
Once the material in chosen, it is possible to:



Click on the button <Cancel> to close the window
Clicking on the button <Apply> to apply the corrections of the selected material to
the tube actually visualised in the archive

The new obtained tube is automatically visualised and named “Correct”.

12.3. Input / modification of a new material
To insert a new material Click on the button <New material> and then input the related
data (see picture 31):







Material: name of the material
Diameter: material diameter (tube)
Radius: material bending radius (tube)
Small angle value: the nominal value in degrees of the smaller tube’s angle (usually
20 degrees) and the measured value of this angle; this value, if known, may be
manually input or can be measured.
Big angle value: the nominal value in degrees of the bigger tube’s angle (usually
120 degrees) and the measured value of this angle; this value, if known, may be
manually input or can be measured.
Length value: the nominal value in millimetres of the length of the tube before it to
be bent and, on the right, the measured valued after the bending. Also this value
can be measured.

Regarding the input of the three surveyed values that are employed by the program to
calculate the material parameters (see picture 31) it is possible to proceed in two ways:


Manual input



Input by measurement: In this case, once having clicked on one of the three text
squares on the right, the <Survey> button appears: clicking on this button the
measurement window will be open. The measurement is done in the usual way and
due to the program to be expecting to be going to measure a two bend tube, the
parameter of the number of bends is already initialized on the value two. Once the
measurement is completed the programs updates the values in the following
squares:
- Smaller angle value: surveyed
- bigger angle value: surveyed
- Length value surveyed

At this point it is possible to proceed with the other operations on the archive or to close
the window clicking on the button <Cancel>.

12.4. Deletion of an existing material
In order to delete an existing material click on the button <Delete material> and answer
<Yes> to the next confirmation answer.
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